Android and iOS Users: FonePaw Mobile
Transfer V1.0.0 Has Been Launched
HONG KONG, China and NEW YORK, Aug. 12, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Many
times, you curse the cumbersome ordeal of mobile data transfer and prepare to
shake with fury. This time, you don’t have to just get a hammer, smash your
phone and start over. FonePaw has launched a handy files migration tool
called Mobile Transfer to help users transfer contacts, videos, photos and
music from phone to phone with one click.
FonePaw Mobile Transfer enables people to transfer music, photos, videos,
contacts and more between iOS and Android devices directly. The supported
devices include iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPad, Samsung Galaxy S6/S5, Note
Edge/4/3, HTC One series, LG G4, Huawei Ascend Mate 7, Sony Xperia Z3 and
almost all Android and iOS devices.
Mobile Transfer is stylish and dead easy to use. Simply install it on your
computer, connect both the source phone and the target phone at the same
time, select which data you want to move and start transfer.
“Who doesn’t like switching to a new phone?” asked Issac Wade, founder of
FonePaw. “It is just the data transfer tasks that make people furious. So we
developed Mobile Transfer to meet the requirements of mobile phone users as
it can move data from the old phone to the new one quickly. Android and iOS
devices users who upgrade their mobile phone a lot – or switch between
carrier, manufactures and platforms frequently – can all benefit from this
software.”
Feature Highlights:
* Installation is easy and quick. It requires very less memory and processor
resources.
* It’s able to transfer contact, photos, videos, music and more from Android
to Android, Android to iOS, iOS to iOS and iOS to Android.
* It’s quite fast itself but that will depend on the data you have on your
source phone.
* Support for a variety mobile phone brands like Apple, Samsung, HTC, Sony,
MOTOROLA, LG, HUAWEI, Acer, etc, basically almost all iOS and Android
devices.
Price and Availability:
FonePaw Mobile Transfer is available at a no cost, no obligation 30-day
trial. The option to experience the benefits of this product first-hand
before a purchase truly makes this a risk-free opportunity. Free download of
the trial version: http://www.fonepaw.com/downloads/mobile-transfer.exe.
After the trial period, the software is available from the FonePaw web store
for an affordable price of $39.95.
About FonePaw Technology Limited:
FonePaw devotes to being a mobile solution expert. It has very passionate

R&D, marketing and product teams, each dedicating to delivering excellent
software products and outstanding customer experiences. Now FonePaw has built
its product line with iPhone Data Recovery, Android Data Recovery, iOS
Transfer, Mobile Transfer and Video Converter Ultimate. For more information,
please visit http://www.fonepaw.com/.
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